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0.0.0  Abstract    
neil leach claims digital morphogenesis is a paradigm shift, but in practice digital 

morphogenesis has had little impact. a potential reason is that digital morphogenesis 

infrequently refers to two important domains of knowledge: computer science 

and biology. The aim of this research is to identify ways in which biology and 

computer science could improve the application of digital morphogenesis. The 

british museum roof, eif form and the voussoir cloud are used as case studies to 

identify areas of potential integration. a series of three experiments articulate the 

application of genetic algorithms and pareto-optimisation to digital morphogenesis. 

This is the first use of pareto-optimisation in digital morphogenesis. The process 

allows the architect to collaborate with digital morphogenesis as it searches 

through multi-dimensional problems, something not possible with past methods. 

This research finds that there is scope to further improve digital morphogenesis 

through underutilised biological and computer science based methods. The 

architect remains a critical decision maker in the design process, making digital 

morphogenesis an evolution of past design methods rather than a paradigm shift.
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O N E :  I N t r O d u C t I O N

1.1.0  Problem Statement   
neil leach declares that digital architecture is undergoing a paradigm shift; the 

computer no longer represents form, it designs form.1 he names this new paradigm 

digital morphogenesis. leach promises that it will bring about more “efficient use 

of resources,”2 Kostas terzidis promises that it will “exceed [the designer’s] own 

limitations,”3 and manuel de landa promises that it will “replace design,” allowing 

designers to become “race-horse breeders.”4

1 Neil Leach, “Digital Morphogenesis,” Architectural Design 79, no. 1 (2009), 34.
2 Neil Leach, “Digital Morphogenesis,” 34.
3 Kostas Terzidis, Algorithmic Architecture (New York: Architectural Press, 2006), 18.
4 Manuel De Landa, “Deleuze and the Use of the Genetic Algorithm in Architecture,” in Designing 

for a Digital World (New York: Wiley, 2002), 119.
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digital morphogenesis has been oversold by leach et alii. The first international 

conference on design computing and cognition, bemoaned that “the impact 

on practice of any of these paradigms has been low so far.”5 a paradigm with low 

adoption is an oxymoron because paradigm by definition is when “one conceptual 

worldview is replaced by another,” and digital morphogenesis cannot replace other 

paradigms if it is not adopted.6 if digital morphogenesis did what leach and others 

promise, then the adoption of digital morphogenesis should be wide spread. That 

it is not widely adopted suggests leach et alii have misinterpreted the capability of 

contemporary digital morphogenesis. 

one possible source for this misinterpretation is the worldview of leach et alii. 

coming out of a period of postmodernism and post-structuralism, they still 

frequently refer to continental philosophers to interpret digital morphogenesis, 

in particular the french philosopher gilles deleuze (see graph on this page). 

continental philosophy rejects scientism, therefore it is no surprise these 

authors almost never cite the developers of the digital, computer scientists or the 

5 “Workshop 3: Implementation Issues in Generative Design Systems” (Paper presented at the 
First International Conference on Design Computing and Cognition, Massachusetts, 2004).

6 Thomas Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolution (Chicago: University Of Chicago Press, 
1962), 10.
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discoverers of morphogenesis, biologists.7 in contrast, computer scientists, who 

have been successful in implementing digital morphogenic techniques, frequently 

refer to other computer scientists and biologists. 

1.2.0  Architectural Proposition   
This thesis argues that computer science and biology are two important domains of 

knowledge for digital morphogenesis, and both are underrepresented in the current 

discourse. The thesis proposes re-evaluating contemporary digital morphogenic 

projects through these disciplines, with the aim of better understanding their 

current limitations, in order to improve the current implementation of digital 

morphogenesis. 

1.3.0  Research Question   
The aim of this research is to identify ways in which biology and computer science 

could improve the application of digital morphogenesis.

1.4.0  Scope   
due to the brevity of this research, it concentrates on three specific instances 

where developments in computer science and biology can be applied to digital 

morphogenesis: 

The application of biological morphogenesis through the use of genetic •	

algorithms.

optimisation for multi-objective problems using the pareto technique.•	

The architect’s role in digital morphogenesis.•	

7 Simon Critchley, Continental Philosophy: A Very Short Introduction (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2001), 115.
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This thesis focuses primarily on neil leach’s definition of digital morphogenesis. 

leach, a professor at brighton university, is considered an authority on digital 

morphogenesis and has edited a number of books and articles on the subject. 

his most recent article, Digital Morphogenesis (2009), succinctly defines digital 

morphogenesis, illustrated by five examples of built digital morphogenic 

architecture.8 The two other prominent digital morphogenesis authors, de landa 

and terzidis, give a definition generally consistent with leach. by focusing on 

leach it is possible to explore his views in depth. 

1.5.0  Research Method   
The research methods employed in this project include both comparative literature 

studies and experimental design studies. a comparative analysis is carried out 

between leach’s definition of digital morphogenesis and the practice of digital 

morphogenesis in three projects leach cites. The discrepancies between these 

two definitions are related to similar findings in biology and computer science to 

provide potential areas of enquiry for the experiments. The three experiments serve 

as pilot studies, testing the application of these biological and computer science 

concepts on digital morphogenesis. 

8 Neil Leach, “Digital Morphogenesis,” 34.
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t W O :  t h E  C u r r E N t  S ta t E  O f  d I g I ta l 
M O r p h O g E N E S I S

The aim of this chapter is to identify the disjunction between the contemporary 

critique of digital morphogenesis and the limitations of its practice. it begins by 

looking at how leach defines digital morphogenesis in his 2009 essay, Digital 

Morphogenesis. The chapter goes on to examine the five projects leach cites in 

Digital Morphogenesis, comparing their use of digital morphogenesis to leach’s 

definition. This comparison serves to provide a better understanding of digital 

morphogenesis’ current limitations. relating these limitations to similar findings 

in computer science and biology suggests possible areas for exploration with the 

design experiments. 

2.1.0  Digital Morphogenesis Defined   
leach is primarily interested in the theoretical implications of digital morphogenesis. 

prior to writing on digital morphogenesis leach wrote critically of postmodernism 

in his 1999 book, The anasthetics of architecture.9 The book begins by describing 

contemporary postmodern architecture as “design reduced to the superficial play 

of empty, seductive forms and philosophy appropriated as an intellectual veneer 

to justify forms.”10 This critique is developed through the remainder of the book 

by unfavourably applying it to postmodern architects like lebbius Woods, robert 

9 Two years prior to The Anasthetics of Architecture, Leach had edited Rethinking Architecture, 
a collection of essays on architecture written by continental philosophers. The Anasthetics of 
Architecture is a pivotal change in the direction for Leach, although some of the issues raised 
in Rethinking Architecture form the basis of The Anasthetics of Architecture. 

10 Neil Leach, The Anaesthetics of Architecture (Massachusetts: MIT Press, 1999), preface.
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venturi, steven izenour and denise brown. The anaesthetics of architecture is 

exclusively a critique of postmodernism and offers no alternatives to the problems 

raised. ten years later, in leach’s 2009 essay Digital Morphogenesis, leach 

describes digital morphogenesis as “an attempt to overcome the scenography of 

postmodernism,” and promotes it as an alternative to postmodernism.11 having 

arrived at digital morphogenesis through critique of postmodernism, leach 

primarily engages with its theoretical implications, evidenced by the frequency of 

citations he makes to philosophers. leach is not unusual in referring to philosophers 

when interpreting digital morphogenesis and other authors including de landa 

and terzidis make similar citations in their consideration of digital morphogenesis’ 

theoretical implications.

leach use the implementation of digital morphogenesis as evidence to support his 

claim that: digital morphogenesis overcomes postmodernism. he describes digital 

morphogenesis as a “bottom-up,” “form-finding” process.12 morphogenesis is a 

term borrowed from biology, which describes the origin and development of an 

organism’s form and structure.13 an organism’s growth is described as a bottom-

up process because an organism’s form emerges from environmental constraints 

11 Neil Leach, “Digital Morphogenesis,” 34.
12 Neil Leach, “Digital Morphogenesis,” 34.
13 There are two definitions of morphogenesis. The first is the biological definition, which defines 

it as a field of developmental biology that concerns the growth of an organism from embryonic 
stage (Embryogenesis) through to the development of organs (Organogenesis) based on 
its genetic ‘blueprint’ and environmental factors. The second definition, used by Leach and 
some other architects, is a literal translation of the Greek words morphê (shape) and genesis 
(origin). In their interpretation morphogenesis translates to ‘the origin of shape,’ this extends 
the biological definition to include not only how an egg become form, but the entire process 
of generating form such as how genes are created. The use of the word ‘morphogenesis’ by 
architects is somewhat pseudoscientific and implies that digital morphogenesis is a rational 
and authoritative process. 

 Edward F. Rossomando, and Stephen Alexander, Morphogenesis (London: CRC, 1992), 1.
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rather than blueprints. in digital morphogenesis the environmental constraints 

are all the systems that act upon architecture including: budget, gravity, site and 

occupancy. from these constraints digital morphogenesis derives forms using 

algorithms that mimic the biological process of form-finding. leach defines these  

as “parametric modelling and performance-based generative techniques such as 

multi-agent systems or genetic algorithms.”14 leach makes the implementation of 

these algorithms sound trivial, describing the process as: “The ‘designer’ merely 

establishes certain [not all] defining coordinates, and then unleashes the program.”15 

This opinion is echoed by de landa whose description of architects as “race horse 

breeders,” emphasises the demotion of the architect in digital morphogenesis.16 in 

both of these critiques there is an assumption that digital morphogenesis is a rational 

process that suppresses the ego of the architect. neither leach nor de landa go 

into significant detail regarding how to create an algorithm that just needs to be 

‘unleashed,’ preferring instead to consider what they see as a significant difference 

between digital morphogenesis and postmodernism.

leach believes the difference between digital morphogenesis and postmodernism is 

so significant it is a “paradigm shift.”17 This assessment is both the product of leach’s 

critique of postmodernism, and his understanding of digital morphogenesis. he sees 

digital morphogenesis overcoming postmodernity by “privileging [architecture’s] 

performance,”18 rather than “fetishizing the image”19 of architecture. to leach this 

14 Neil Leach, “Digital Morphogenesis,” 37.
15 Neil Leach, “Digital Morphogenesis,” 36.
16 Manuel De Landa, “Deleuze and the Use of the Genetic Algorithm in Architecture,” 119.
17 Neil Leach, “Digital Morphogenesis,” 34.
18 Neil Leach, “Digital Morphogenesis,” 34.
19 Neil Leach, The Anaesthetics of Architecture, 78.
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privileging of performance occurs because the bottom-up algorithms rationally 

progress digital morphogenesis from performance criteria through to design; the 

inverse of postmodernism which generally starts with an image and subsequently 

works out how it will perform. Through the privileging of performance leach argues 

that the “secondary concerns” of a project – like the “structural, constructional, 

economic and environmental,” aspects – become primary concerns.20 if this were 

true, it would be expected that the performance advantage of digital morphogenesis 

would lead to its widespread adoption in pragmatic design problems. however, 

digital morphogenesis is not widely adopted, which seems to indicate that it is not 

privileging performance in the manner leach describes. The differences between 

how leach describes digital morphogenesis functioning and how it functions on 

constructed projects, is illustrated in the five projects he cites as examples of digital 

morphogenesis, discussed in the next section.

2.2.0  Contemporary Projects   
in Digital Morphogenesis, leach gives examples of digital morphogenic projects. 

most of these projects are mentioned in passing but five of them are emphasised 

by leach. This section examines three of these projects: the british museum 

roof, eif form and the voussoir cloud installation. two of the five projects are 

not examined: sagrada família because it is pre-digital; and the Environmental 

ornamentation proposal because it is unbuilt and unpublished except in Digital 

Morphogenesis. The three projects are illustrated below, followed by a comparison 

to leach’s definition of digital morphogenesis. 

20 Neil Leach, “Digital Morphogenesis,” 34.
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Project 1 British Museum roof   
date:   2000

architect: chris Williams working for fosters and partners

Brief:   Williams was asked by fosters and partners to “derive an 

‘optimum’ structural form,” to span the great court at the british museum using 

digital morphogenesis.21 optimum in this case was defined as the structure with 

the least structural stress.22 

21 Chris Williams, “Design By Algorithm,” in Digital Tectonics, ed. Neil Leach et al. (Chichester: 
Wiley-Academy, 2004), 84.

22 Chris Williams, “Design By Algorithm,” 84.

British Museum Roof
“The Trustees of the British Museum” 

http://www.saatchi-gallery.co.uk/
museums/FullSizeMuseumPhotos2/

ac_id/99/image_id/443/imageno/1 
(accessed 5 September, 2009). 
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process: prior to Williams starting on the project, fosters choose to span 

the great court with a roof of triangular steel lattice, infilled with glass panels. These 

early decisions account for much of the final design, with digital morphogenesis only 

introduced to position the predefined roof topology in an optimum way. Williams 

developed a “dynamic relaxation” algorithm that iteratively moved the nodes of 

the structure to successively more optimum positions.23 This produced a roof that 

contained high catenary domes, which carried the load in pure compression without 

any stress. to Williams this design was “horribly bulbous.”24 rather than accepting 

the solution, or redefining the problem, Williams attempted to manipulate the 

structure, “effectively tightening it in areas intended to be lower and slackening it 

in areas where it should be higher.”25 When this did not return the result Williams 

was looking for, mike cook says he resorted to “describing the form analytically,” 

abandoning digital morphogenesis altogether.26 Williams and leach both claim, 

“algorithms defined the form.”27 from Williams’ description of the process it is clear 

that his aesthetic preference controlled the outcome of the algorithm to the point 

where it is almost fraudulent to attribute the design to digital morphogenesis. This 

is evidenced in the final design by the bending  moment diagram, which shows what 

Williams describes as “significant bending and torsional moments” – the opposite 

of the initial bulbous design and the opposite of the performance criteria.28

23 Chris Williams, “Design By Algorithm,” 84.
24 Mike Cook, “Digital Tectonics: Historical Perspective - Future Prospect,” in Digital Tectonics, 

ed. Neil Leach et al. (Chichester: Wiley-Academy, 2004), 47.
25 Mike Cook, “Digital Tectonics: Historical Perspective - Future Prospect,” 47.
26 Mike Cook, “Digital Tectonics: Historical Perspective - Future Prospect,” 47.
27 Neil Leach, “Digital Morphogenesis,” 36.
28 Chris Williams, “Design By Algorithm,” 85.
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Bending moment diagram of British Museum roof. The spikes show areas of stress, if the 
design achieved its stated goal of achieving the least stress, this graph would be flat. 
Chris Williams, “Design By Algorithm,” 85. 
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Project 2 eifForm, Academie van Bouwkunst    
date:   2002

architect: Kristina shea, neil leach, spela videcnik and Jeroen van 

mechelen 

Brief:   eif form, academie van bouwkunst involved the generation of a 

temporary canopy for a party held at academie van bouwkunst, netherlands.29 The 

project was to test the viability of digital morphogenesis as a design process.30 

process: The algorithm was chosen before the site was even chosen. 

eif form was the algorithm selected, developed by Kristina shea over a number 

of years.31 eif form uses a form of hill-climbing to produce structurally stable, 

triangulated forms.32 unsurprisingly eif form, academie van bouwkunst is a 

structurally stable, triangulated form. The architects had already chosen many of 

the qualities of the final design, through their choice of algorithm, before a site or 

function was chosen.

after selecting the algorithm, the design team went on to choose the location, 

material and function of the canopy, without digital morphogenesis. The fitness 

function for digital morphogenesis consisted of geometric constraints: the possible 

29 Kristina Shea, “Digital Canopy: High-End Computation/Low-Tech Construction,” Architectural 
Research Quarterly 6, no. 3 (2002), 231.

30 Neil Leach, “Swarm Tectonics (Digital Dreams),” in A/S/L, ed. Laurens Jan ten Kate et al. 
(Amsterdam: Academie van Bouwkunst Amsterdam, 2002), 125.

31 Neil Leach, “Swarm Tectonics (Digital Dreams),” 125.
32 Kristina Shea, and R.H. Bracewell, “Caedre: A Product Platform to Support Creation 

and Evaluation of Advanced Computer Aided Engineering Tools” (Paper presented at the 
International Conference on Engineering Design ICED 01 Glasgow, 2001), 4.
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support from the geometry of the courtyard, minimum heights so people could walk 

under it, and the regularity of the structure.33 in the verification process this function 

was amended. spela videcnik, a project architect, when shown the output from 

digital morphogenesis decided the design needed “a more sweeping curve around 

the tree.”34 (see diagram on this page) shea then updated the fitness function to 

privilege designs with smooth curves around the tree. in doing so, shea undermined 

the digital morphogenic process by analytically defining the desired shape, rather 

than the desired performance. The 

resulting design contorts to videcnik’s 

aesthetic preferences at the expense 

of eif form’s logic. like the british 

museum roof, early design decisions 

made without digital morphogenesis 

make a significant contribution to this 

project, as does the architects’ aesthetic 

judgements of algorithmic outcomes. 

shea was responsible for far more of 

this project than the “unleashing of the 

program,” leach attributes to her.35 

33 Neil Leach, “Swarm Tectonics (Digital Dreams),” 125.
34 Kristina Shea, “Digital Canopy: High-End Computation/Low-Tech Construction,” 234.
35 Neil Leach, “Digital Morphogenesis,” 36.

Spela Videcnik’s amendments to 
the form generated by eifForm.
Kristina Shea, “Digital 
Canopy: High-End Computation/Low-
Tech Construction,” 235. 



Project 3 Voussoir Cloud Installation    
date:   2008

architect: iwamotoscott architecture 

Brief:  iwamotoscott architecture were asked to produce a site-specific 

installation in the southern california institute of architecture. They chose to 

design an installation that was in pure compression using lightweight materials.36

36  Lisa Iwamoto, and Craig Scott, “Vousoir Cloud,” http://www.iwamotoscott.com/ (accessed 2 
June, 2009).

Voussoir Cloud at SCIArc
 Craig Scott, “IMG_0277ms,”  
http://www.flickr.com/photos/

isar/3377771916/in/set-
72157615779277778/ (accessed 5 

September, 2009). 
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process: The genus of the project was a series of paper models lisa 

iwamoto developed to test a modular building system.37 iwamoto choose to join 

these elements together to form a series of vaults, constructed from a lightweight 

timber laminate. at this stage structural engineers, buro happold, became involved 

in the project and developed “analysis software to create digital hanging chain 

models,” to find the form of the vaults.38 The model used is similar conceptually to 

the one used by gaudí and otto. Through iwamotoscott defining the points where 

the vaults touch the ground, the model derives the form of the vaults.39 

37 Pamela Buxton, “Project: Voussoir Cloud,” Building Design 1826 (2008): 20.
38 Pamela Buxton, “Project: Voussoir Cloud.”
39 Lisa Iwamoto, and Craig Scott, “Vousoir Cloud.”

Built model and Rhino model 
showing numbered elements and 
curvature
Chris Chalmers, “Voussoir Cloud 
– IwamotoScott,” http://biosarch.
wordpress.com/2008/08/10/voussoir-
cloud-iwamotoscott/ (accessed 5 
September, 2009). 
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for any set of ground points, there is only one solution that puts the structure in 

compression.40 The parametric model derives this one solution but it could also be 

found using gaudí or otto’s methods. it is of little importance to iwamotoscott 

what method is used since, much like John searle’s Chinese Thought experiment, it 

does not matter what buro happold does between receiving an input and returning 

an output – the found solution.41 for buro happold the parametric model saves 

time finding the right form.42 like the british museum roof and eif form, digital 

morphogenesis in the voussoir cloud installation is a relatively minor part of the 

design process, with the major decisions regarding concept, materiality and form 

decided by iwamotoscott without the assistance of digital morphogenesis.

40 This can be deduced from the chain having only one shape when it is statically hanging. 
41 The Chinese Thought Experiment involves a person sitting in a room who can only speak 

English. Chinese characters are posted into the room, and using a set of instructions, 
the person in the room posts Chinese characters back. The person is good at following 
instructions, and the people outside the room believe there is someone inside the room that 
can speak Chinese. This thought experiment demonstrates how computers can appear to be 
intelligent when they are just following rules. Digital morphogenesis can be thought of as the 
room, with inputs and outputs. It does not matter if there is a human, an algorithm in the room, 
provided the inputs and outputs make sense. 

42 The parametric model articulates a known set of formula that generates catenary vaults. The 
result would be the same if executed by the computer or manually, only the computer makes 
the calculation faster.
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2.3.0 Comparison
it is clear that the three projects, selected by leach as examples of digital 

morphogenesis, did not derive from the process leach outlined. The discrepancies 

between leach’s version of digital morphogenesis and the projects use of digital 

morphogenesis are summarised below and cross referenced with similar findings 

from computer science and biology. 

2.3.1 Digital morphogenesis as a bottom-up process    
leach depicts digital morphogenesis as a bottom-up process similar to biological 

morphogenesis. The five projects cited by leach are designed using parametric 

models and hill-climbing algorithms. These two algorithms are actually top-down 

because they develop an overall solution first and then work out the details of 

how it performs using a fitness function.43 unlike biological morphogenesis these 

algorithms improve a single design through trial and error, rather than combining 

the best parts of a population of designs. This is a significant finding since leach 

bases his claim that digital morphogenesis is a paradigm shift, on it using bottom-

up algorithms that mimic biological morphogenesis.

The process used in the five projects has more in common with lamarckism 

than contemporary biology. lamarckism is a popular pre-darwinian theory from 

1809, which hypothesises that a single species becomes more complex over time, 

driven by a “force that perpetually tends to make order,” through a trail and error 

43 Stuart Russell, and Peter Norvig, eds. Artificial Intelligence: A Modern Approach (New Jersey: 
Pearson Education, 1995), 61.
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ArchiKludge

Paracity
A genetic form generating mechanism 
that does not consider inhabitation; 
the space inside is programmed ‘free 
space.’

process.44 darwin and subsequently mendel’s amendments to this theory found 

that procreation in a population leads to the recombination of useful adaptations 

through natural selection.45 darwin also found that rather than a single species 

progressing in a linear fashion, species branch into different archetypes over 

time.46 

computer scientists have applied darwinism to solve problems with a technique 

called ‘genetic algorithms.’ both leach and de landa refer to these algorithms, 

however neither provides an example of them being used in digital morphogenesis. 

There are rare examples of their use by pablo miranda carranza in his archiKluge 

project and ray somnath in the paracity. These projects are the exception and 

leach’s five projects are a relatively accurate sample of contemporary digital 

morphogenesis. genetic algorithms have many attributes that have not yet been 

realised in digital morphogenesis, including: 

44 The original French quote is “Le pouvoir de la vie or la force qui tend sans cesse à composer 
l’organisation” 

 Jean-Baptiste Lamarck, Philosophie Zoologique Ou Exposition Des Considérations Relatives 
À L’Histoire Naturelle Des Animaux (Paris: Dentu, 1809), 69.

45 “Owing to this struggle for life, any variation, however slight and from whatever cause 
proceeding, if it be in any degree profitable to an individual of any species, in its infinitely 
complex relations to other organic beings and to external nature, will tend to the preservation 
of that individual, and will generally be inherited by its offspring … I have called this principle, 
by which each slight variation, if useful, is preserved, by the term of Natural Selection, in order 
to mark its relation to man’s power of selection.”

 Charles Darwin, On the Origin of Species By Means of Natural Selection, Or the Preservation 
of Favoured Races in the Struggle for Life, First ed. (London: John Murry, 1859), 4.

46 “As buds give rise by growth to fresh buds, and these, if vigorous, branch out and overtop 
on all sides many a feebler branch, so by generation I believe it has been with the great Tree 
of Life, which fills with its dead and broken branches the crust of the earth, and covers the 
surface with its ever-branching and beautiful ramifications.”

 Charles Darwin, On the Origin of Species By Means of Natural Selection, Or the Preservation 
of Favoured Races in the Struggle for Life, 170.
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population thinking•	  – the ability to develop multiple solutions simultaneously 

and combine them in a bottom-up way.47

Branching archetypes•	  – a non-linear progression through the problem 

space.48

“routine human competitive results.”•	 49 

Whilst none of the projects leach cites use bottom-up algorithms, there is still 

opportunity and benefit to using bottom-up algorithms in digital morphogenesis.

2.3.2 Types of problems digital morphogenesis can solve    
genetic algorithms belong to a family of algorithms called ‘search algorithms,’ which 

also includes parametric models, hill-climbing and all other algorithms employed 

by digital morphogenesis. it is inferred from gÖdel’s incompleteness theorem that 

search algorithms are limited to solving a particular set of problems.50 mengjie 

Zhang, a victoria university computer science professor, characterises problems 

belonging to this set as being:51

an optimisation problem•	 52

47 David Goldberg, Genetic Algorithms in Search, Optimization and Machine Learning (Boston: 
Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1989), 41.

48 Riccardo Poli et al., A Field Guide to Genetic Programming (Raleigh: Lulu, 2008), 16.
49 John Koza et al., Genetic Programming Iv: Routine Human-Competitive Machine Intelligence 

(Springer, 2003), 1.
50 “Any effectively generated theory capable of expressing elementary arithmetic cannot be both 

consistent and complete. In particular, for any consistent, effectively generated formal theory 
that proves certain basic arithmetic truths, there is an arithmetical statement that is true, but 
not provable in the theory.” 

 Stephen Cole Kleene, Mathematical Logic (New York: John Wiley, 1967), 250.
51 This summary is based in part on lectures 9.1 and 9.2 from COMP422, an honours-level 

course on: datamining, genetic programming (search algorithms) and neural networks. 
Professor Mengjie Zhang taught the course in 2008 as part of Victoria University of Wellington’s 
computer science programme. 

52 John Koza et al., Genetic Programming Iv: Routine Human-Competitive Machine Intelligence, 
4.
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a single objective problem•	 53

Well defined•	 54

able to be represented in numerical form•	 55

having scope for interesting solutions•	 56

architecture primarily consists of ‘wicked problems,’ which Jon liebman specifies as 

“incomplete, contradictory and complex” problems.57 Therefore, most architectural 

problems are not suited to search algorithms or digital morphogenesis. The problems 

suited to digital morphogenesis in leach’s opinion are “structural, constructional, 

environmental and economic” problems.58 however, the three projects cited 

by leach only apply digital morphogenesis to structural problems,  which all 

curiously involve the development of a roof a single mass customised element. 

in these projects the architect responsible for the construction, environmental 

and economic problems, as well as the less pragmatic, inhabitation, aesthetic 

and programatic problems. a possible reason for this is that the interdependent 

nature of architectural problems makes it difficult to form a single objective – an 

environmental solution is interdependent upon the budget, so to make a single 

objective it is necessary to specify to what extent budget should be sacrificed to 

53 Yann Collette, and Patrick Siarry, Multiobjective Optimization: Principles and Case Studies 
(New York: Springer-Verlag, 2003), 7.

54 John Koza et al., Genetic Programming Iv: Routine Human-Competitive Machine Intelligence, 
275.

55 Stuart Russell, and Peter Norvig, Artificial Intelligence: A Modern Approach, 62.
56 Manuel De Landa, “Deleuze and the Use of the Genetic Algorithm in Architecture,” 117.
57 Jon Liebman, “Some Simple-Minded Observations on the Role of Optimization in Public 

Systems Decision-Making,” Interfaces 6, no. 4 (1976), 106.
58 Leach describes these problems as being ‘secondary.’ Traditionally these problems are given 

to consultants like the engineer, and quantiy survayor. Leach argues thatdigital morphogenesis 
foregrounds these problems but it may be disassociating them further by giving the architect 
the opportunity to optimise them later in the design process.

 Neil Leach, “Digital Morphogenesis,” 34.
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achieve the required environment. in the three projects, structure was separated 

from the rest of the project allowing it to be independently developed as a single 

objective problem. 

since the mid 1990s computer scientists have been exploring ways to progress 

from single objective problems to multi-objective problems.59 currently pareto-

optimisation is the leading multi-objective search technique, based on the work 

of economist vifredo pareto. pareto-optimisation avoids the need to create a 

single objective by instead searching for solutions to all objectives. despite the 

success of pareto-optimisation, there have only been two cases of its use in digital 

morphogenesis – both in research papers.60 pareto-optimisaiton provides an 

opportunity to extend digital morphogenesis to multi-objective problems, but as 

gÖdel’s incompleteness theorem demonstrates, digital morphogenesis will remain 

far more limited than leach’s version.

2.3.3 The architect’s role     
by incorrectly assuming digital morphogenesis is appropriate for all architectural 

problems, leach dismisses the architect’s contribution to digital morphogenesis 

saying: “The ‘designer’ merely establishes certain defining coordinates, and then 

unleashes the program.”61 because digital morphogenesis cannot be ‘unleashed’ 

on all problems, at the very least the architect is responsible for designing 

59 Yann Collette, and Patrick Siarry, Multiobjective Optimization: Principles and Case Studies, 7.
60 Christian Derix, “Genetically Modified Space,” in Space Craft: Developments in Architectural 

Computing, ed. David Littlefield (London: RIBA Publishing, 2008), 52.
 Caldas, Luisa Gama, “An Evolution-Based Generative Design System: Using Adaptation to 

Shape Architectural Form” (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 2001).
61 Neil Leach, “Digital Morphogenesis,” 36.
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what digital moprhogenesis cannot. in these instances the architect takes full 

responsibility for the design. 

leach goes on to claim that digital morphogenesis is a  “more objective framework,” 

because the architect does not control the process.62 leach has confused control and 

responsibility; it is true the architect lacks control in the current implementation of 

digital morphogenesis, but the architect remains responsible for the design and 

has many ways to influence the process. When digital morphogenesis is applied to a 

design, the architect must: define the problem, choose the algorithm, and verify the 

output is valid. an example of validation is chris Williams’ decision in the british 

museum roof modify the design because it was “horribly bulbous.”63 pattern 

recognition expert usama fayyad contends that the validation process introduces 

confirmation bias, which can “easily lead to the discovery of meaningless and 

invalid patterns.”64 The validation of the british museum roof contorts the design 

to Williams’ aesthetic preference at the cost of achieving digital morphogenesis’ 

goals. computer science overcomes confirmation bias by objectively measuring 

a solution’s performance, however in architecture there is no way to objectively 

measure a design, thus the architect’s subjective assessment must be relied upon.65

The architect’s involvement in digital morphogenesis should not be viewed as 

negative. digital morphogenesis and the architect have a symbiotic relationship 

62 Neil Leach, “Digital Morphogenesis,” 34.
63 Mike Cook, “Digital Tectonics: Historical Perspective - Future Prospect,” 47.
64 Usama Fayyad et al., “From Data Mining to Knowledge Discovery in Databases,” AI magazine 

17, no. 3 (1996), 37.
65 Axel Kilian, “Design Exploration Through Bidirectional Modeling of Constraints” (Massachusetts 

Institute of Technology, 2006), 300.
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because, as terzidis points out, “human designers fail to compute extreme 

quantitative complexity and computational processes fail to justify consciously 

even simple decisions.”66 digital morphogenesis remains a useful tool access 

computation and discover possible designs. it is the point that discovery becomes 

solution choosing that architecture will always remain subjective.67 it is these 

subjective decisions that algorithms struggle with. architect’s like Williams’ 

guidance of digital morphogenesis at this point helps enhance the solution, by 

recognising what the algorithm did not recognise: the aesthetic appearance of 

the british museum roof is as critical to its success, as its structural integrity. The 

problem with the current implementation of digital morphogenesis is that Williams 

could only assert his preference by overriding the design and undermining the 

computational contribution of digital morphogenesis. While there is potential for 

the role of the architect and computer to be in symbiosis, this does not happen in 

the current implementation of digital morphogenesis.

2.4.0 Conclusion
automatic programming is analogous to leach’s digital morphogenesis. in the 1950s 

computer scientists believed an automated programer would replace the computer 

programer. John backus worked to create a major automated programming system 

in the 1950s and recalls the demise of automated programming: 

“‘automatic programming’ was not taken seriously by the computing community 

[because of] the energetic public relations efforts of some visionaries to spread 

66 Kostas Terzidis, Algorithmic Architecture, 29.
67 Axel Kilian, “Design Exploration Through Bidirectional Modeling of Constraints,” 303.
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the word that their ‘automatic programming’ systems had almost human abilities 

to understand the language and needs of the user, whereas closer inspection of 

these same systems would often reveal a complex, exception- ridden performer of 

clerical tasks which was both difficult to use and inefficient. Whatever the reasons, 

it is difficult to convey […] the strength of the scepticism about ‘automatic 

programming’ in general and about its ability to produce efficient programs.”68

in this analogy leach has taken on the role of a visionary, falsely claiming digital 

morphogenesis has done away with architects and postmodernism. The disjunction 

between what leach is selling and his product could lead to scepticism regarding 

the worth of digital morphogenesis, like it did with automated programming in 

the 1950s. however, the initial disappointment with automated programming 

was overcome by the discovery of genetic programming – a subset of genetic 

algorithms. automated programming in a more modest form, is now regularly used 

to create programs in collaboration with its human contemporaries.69 The same 

opportunities exist in digital morphogenesis. digital morphogenesis remains a 

useful tool even though the architect’s involvement in the process ensures it will 

not become the paradigm shift leach preaches. digital morphogenesis could be 

improved by: placing the architect and computer in symbiosis; acknowledging 

the contribution of computer scientists and biologists; enabling the integration of 

multi-objective search functions, as well as genetic algorithms. The next chapter 

describes three experiments to test the viability of such design methods.  

68 John Backus, “The History of Fortran I, Ii, and Iii,” Annals of the History of Computing 1, no. 1 
(1979), 22.

69 John Koza et al., Genetic Programming Iv: Routine Human-Competitive Machine Intelligence, 
4.
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Woman sniffing aerosols waves to woman and child 
on their way to the Wellington Peoples Center

Office worker talks on cellphone beside the skip outside 
the Walkwise offices as he breaks for a smoke. Looking North towards carpark
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3.1.0 Aim     
to test the integration of bottom-up genetic algorithms with digital 

morphogenesis.

3.2.0 Rational     
building on the findings stated earlier – that genetic algorithms may be beneficial 

to digital morphogenesis – this experiment explores how genetic algorithms can 

be integrated with the design process. The two advantages of genetic algorithms – 

population thinking and branching archetypes – are tested by releasing a population 

of individual architectural solutions with different archetypes onto the site in order 

to see what archetype is the fittest for the site. This would not be possible with the 

top-down algorithms used in the projects cited by leach.

The site for this experiment is an unfinished car parking building in lukes lane, 

Wellington. The site was chosen because it is programmatically free and has many 

existing conditions to act as constraints on the algorithm, including: an existing 

reinforced concrete structure; difficult daylight issues caused by surrounding 

tall buildings and south facing site; and existing cross-programming from the 

Wellington people’s centre, the Walk Wise office and the taxi rank. two of the 

parking building’s floor extensions are built but not occupied, with seven other 

floors unbuilt due to economic pressure. There is no clear programatic requirement 

on the site, giving the genetic algorithm the opportunity to explore multiple 

programmes simultaneously using branching archetypes.
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Embryogenesis: Seeds onsite Morphogenesis: Buildings start to take form
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3.3.0 Findings     
Bottom-up growth in genetic algorithms – The seed of a search algorithm 

is a series of randomly created designs. in experiment one if the seeds are fully 

developed designs (like they are in the three projects cited by leach) the designs 

collapse because the design problem is too complex to solve randomly. instead 

the algorithm has to start with small, basic seeds, which are known to be stable. 

These seeds grow in complexity over time by combining the successful attributes 

of previous generations – a process similar to the progression from embryogenesis 

to organogenesis in biological morphogenesis. This is consistent with goldberg’s 

building block hypothesis, which states that genetic algorithms work because “highly 

fit schemata are sampled, recombined, and resampled to form strings of potentially 

higher fitness.”70 in this case, small, successful schemata form the building blocks 

for larger developed designs. The recombination of useful adoptions does not 

occur in the top-down methods cited by leach, making genetic algorithms more 

practical on complex problems where the solution cannot be generated in the first 

generation. 

Multi-objective search is difficult with genetic algorithms – This experiment 

did not use multi-objective search and instead tried to combine multiple objectives 

into a single fitness function. The fitness function needed to make erroneous 

assumptions to combine the multiple objectives, such as mathematically defining 

the extent to which weight should be sacrificed for daylight. as has been suggested 

70 David Goldberg, Genetic Algorithms in Search, Optimization and Machine Learning, 41.
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earlier in this thesis, pareto-optimisation may be a way to avoid these unsubstantiated 

equations.

architect’s role is hidden – Writing the fitness function chooses what solutions 

to develop. because the fitness function encapsulated multiple objectives, it was 

difficult to know what a fitness function would produce, making it appear to be 

the product of the algorithm rather than the architect. similarly, choosing a 

programmatically free site avoided the need for the architect to take a critical stance 

in relation to the project’s context. genetic algorithms alone do not empower or 

foreground the architect’s role in digital morphogenesis. 

Branching archetypes allow for exploration not possible in existing methods – 

top-down algorithms can only design one archetype at a time. The genetic algorithm 

allowed the testing of various archetypes simultaneously. from this exploration it 

was apparent that retail and office space is not viable on the site, and residential 

accommodation is only viable at the top of the vertical shaft. These conclusions 

are correct within the logic of the fitness function, however due to the previously 

explained flaws in the fitness function, they are unlikely to be correct outside the 

logic of this project. nevertheless, this demonstrates the exploration of multiple 

archetypes, informing the selection of a single archetype later in the project. 

 

Computational power is limited – genetic algorithms quickly encounters Wirth’s 

law: “software is getting slower more rapidly than hardware is getting faster.”71 by 

working with a population of solutions and multiple archetypes, genetic algorithms 

71 Niklaus Wirth, “A Plea for Lean Software,” Computer 28, no. 2 (1995), 64.
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are computationally expensive. reducing the complexity of the problem requires 

abstracting the problem space. some key changes i made were to: 

population size:•	  in this case a population of 500 balanced between search 

extensiveness and efficiency. 

Mutation:•	  by using the eif form shape grammar rules, mutation is limited to 

changes that are known to frequently yield successful offspring.72

Member sizes:•	  The size of members was removed from the genome, reducing 

the search space and improving search time. The frame size is found in a separate 

simulated annealing process based on the system developed by mike Xie.73

Individual complexity:•	  increasing the number of members in a structure 

increases the computational complexity at a rate of 2n. This limited the 

complexity of spaces and made creating multi-room spaces very difficult. 

approximations limit the complexity of the search space, which helps the algorithm 

find solutions but limits the range of solutions. a salient example is using the 

eif form mutation rules, which prevents mutations that are frequently detrimental, 

but could be occasionally significantly helpful. approximation is the product of 

limited computational power. since computational power increases exponentially, 

not asymptotically, digital morphogenesis will always depend on approximations.

72 Kristina Shea, and Alex Starling, “From Discrete Structures to Mechanical Systems: A 
Framework for Creating Performance-Based Parametric Synthesis Tools” (Paper presented at 
the The AAAI Spring Symposium on Computational Synthesis, Stanford, 2004), 3.

73 H. Kim et al., “Introduction of Fixed Grid in Evolutionary Structural Optimisation,” Engineering 
Computations 17, no. 4 (2000), 429.
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4.1.0 Aim     
to foreground the architect’s role in digital morphogenesis and integrate multi-

objective optimisation with pareto-optimal tables. 

4.2.0 Rational     
This experiment builds upon the previous research by developing two strategies to 

foreground the role of the architect in digital morphogenesis: 

Site – placing the project on a culturally loaded site forces the architect to 

contextualise the project, unlike the programmatically free site of Experiment one. 

The site is the bnZ centre; a tall late-modernist office block designed at the end of 

the 1960s by stephenson and turner. due to trade union strikes typical of the time 

it was not constructed until 1984, making it out of date before completion.74 at 

the time of completion it was the tallest building in new Zealand and its arrogant, 

austere form became unfavourably associated with capitalist power.75 The bnZ 

moved out of the bnZ centre four years later, shifting to auckland, in 2009 they 

moved back to Wellington and their brief for the new building reads as critique of 

the bnZ centre:76

transparent exterior to give insight about the internal functions•	

articulated envelope to humanise the building•	

coincidental meeting places•	

visual connections between floors•	

74 John Huggins, “Bnz Building: Wellington as Symbol and Architecture,” Architect New Zealand 
5 (1986), 11.

75 Ian Athfield, and Stuart Niven, “Black is Beautiful,” Architect New Zealand 5 (1986), 30.
76 Jasmax, “Bnz Harbour Quay,” http://www.jasmax.com/ (accessed 12/08, 2009).

The new BNZ Harbour Quay
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five star green star rating•	

attaching parasites to the bnZ centre offers an opportunity to integrate these 

critiques in a similar way to lebbeus Woods’ parasitic interventions on modernist 

architecture in his sarajevo drawings. This places leach’s critique of the anasthetics 

of Woods’ work in context, by using digital morphogenesis to focus on the tectonics 

of the parasites. 

pareto-optimal tables – pareto-optimal tables are a way to display the 

interrelationships of multiple objectives while using game theory to eliminate the 

dominated solutions from the possible solutions.77 an analogy for this process 

is that if there is a herd of zebra, rather than looking for the ideal zebra (like the 

current implementations of digital morphogenesis do), pareto-optimisation allows 

the architect to select a zebra from the herd based on traits – leg length, patterns, 

weight. This places the architect and computer in symbiosis, with the computer 

working through calculations too complex for the architect and the architect making 

subjective selections in a manner the computer cannot. by making the selections in 

conjunction with digital morphogenesis it prevents the architect undermining the 

process. There have been two previous instances of pareto-optimisation in digital 

morphogenesis: luisa caldas used it in her phd on building science as a way to 

control a buildings internal environment; and christian derix proposed but did 

not use it in a paper on civic space design.78 neither project considered pareto-

optimisation in a wider design context.

77 For a good explanation of Pareto optimisation see: 
 Yann Collette, and Patrick Siarry, Multiobjective Optimization: Principles and Case Studies, 

15-45.
78 Christian Derix, “Genetically Modified Space,” 52.
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Navigating the Pareto-front
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front and the orange dots 
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4.3.0 Findings     
The BNZ Centre’s flaws are its strengths – The stark, monolithic form of the bnZ 

centre makes it one of the most imposing buildings in Wellington and one of the 

best examples of international modernism in new Zealand.79 disrupting this form 

takes away from the historic importance of the bnZ, which sets a high standard 

for any intervention. The abstraction of the context used by digital morphogenesis 

makes achieving the required level of finish difficult, although there may be no 

intervention appropriate for the bnZ.

Object oriented code allows for agile development – programming the project 

in an object orientated syntax enabling discrete blocks of code to be plugged into 

the existing code, which speed up development. This is consistent with shea’s 

findings on the eif form project.80 if these objects were open-sourced and shared, it 

would be much easier to create an algorithm by plugging together pre-made blocks 

of code.

pareto-optimal tables enable the late formation of a brief –The pareto-optimal 

front displays the interrelationship of objectives to the architect who can use 

this information to initiate further exploration or select a solution. The act of 

selecting a solution after the search has occurred allows the architect to specify the 

requirements of the project, knowing the ramifications of these requirements. in 

Experiment two the design space was searched with different material systems, 

79 Miles Warren, “Criticism of Bank of New Zealand,” Architect New Zealand 5 (1986), 26.
80 Kristina Shea, and R.H. Bracewell, “Caedre: A Product Platform to Support Creation and 

Evaluation of Advanced Computer Aided Engineering Tools,” 4.
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allowing the architect to see how materiality changed the potential outcomes prior 

to selecting a material system. pareto-optimisation allows the late formation of a 

brief by delaying defining some of the project requirements until after the effect of 

these requirements is known. 

pareto-optimisation benefits digital morphogenesis – despite its low adoption, 

the strengths of pareto-optimisation on multi-dimensional problems makes it 

appropriate for design problems. This process combines the computers ability 

to make repetitive, complex, computational analysis, as a method to search the 

design space, guided by the architect’s reasoning. The importance of the architect 

in this process means that it will never become the ‘objective’ paradigm shift leach 

discusses but it does articulate a radically new way to use computation in the design 

process. There is significant potential for further research in this area. 
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5.1.0 Aim     
to realise the architectural potential of the previous two experiments.

5.2.0 Rational     
The two previous experiments demonstrated the technical potential of genetic 

algorithms and pareto-optimisation. The aim of this experiment is to demonstrate 

the architectural potential of these processes. so generalisations can be made the 

process is applied to a four design problems of a building: the programmatic layout, 

the external structure, an internal staircase and a chair. These problems have been 

selected to demonstrate the system working with a range of scales, problem types 

and architectural priorities.

The site for this experiment is r-house, vivian street, a 1960s lift slab storage 

building.81 over time the building has been converted into residential apartments. 

There are a number of problems with the conversion including living rooms with 

no external windows, wasted floor space and a poor integration of services. being 

built before the 1976 earthquake regulations, r-house is extremely venerable to 

earthquakes.  in Moments of Resistance (2002), mark taylor, Julieanna preston 

and andrew charleson proposed strengthening this building with an expressed 

exoskeleton. in their view, the exoskeleton serves to “announce the building’s 

vulnerability to earthquakes” and “critique the historical assimilation of modernist 

81 Mark Taylor et al., Moments of Resistance (Sydney: Archadia Press, 2002), 75.
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construction and aesthetics, and the institutionalised political perspective of 

international conservation guidelines.”82 Their project centres on the exoskeleton 

being site specific, yet their solution of straight members running diagonally 

across the facade could be applied to any site. digital morphogenesis offers the 

opportunity to revisit this problem starting with the geometric constraints of the 

site and developing a fully site specific architecture.

82 Mark Taylor et al., Moments of Resistance, 77.

R House, before and after
Mark Taylor, Julieanna Preston 
and Andrew Charleson’s 
addition of the exoskeleton. The 
site behind the exoskeleton has 
little influence on its form. 
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Programatic layout
This page a homogenous layout 
with rooms all of the same size. 
Opposite page, a layouts that 
spans two stories.
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Structure
Designed to fit the existing 
building and take earthquake 
loads. This page the structure 
is easiest to construct with 
few members. Opposite page, 
the structure causes the least 
obstruction to the rooms 
behind. 
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Stairs
Designed to minimise the 
footprint. Use building 
regulations to guild various 
possible paths the stairs can 
wrap through the space. 
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Chairs
This page a metal chair folded 
from a continuos piece of 10m 
long stainless steel. Opposite 
page, a wooden chair with 
joints that meet at a perfect 3d 
angle to minimise cuts. 
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5.3.0 Findings     
 Versatility of the process  – The process proved to be adept at the range of 

problems given to it. tectonics is a common calculation problem and all four 

problems demonstrate the strength of the process on tectonics.  but it also worked 

on other areas of architecture where calculation is required like space planning, 

egress and detailing. calculation is increasingly important in architecture and this 

process seems versatile enough to expand into areas of cost planning, sustainability 

and regulation compliance. The chairs in particular demonstrate how calculation 

can be utilised to drive the design process since the chairs use detail and tectonics 

to derive the formal outcome of the project – the reverse of the typical formal 

response.

Solution variety and control – The degree of control the architect has can be seen 

in the variety of solutions found for a single problem. for example, on the structural 

problem the architect was able to trade off variables like obstruction, construction 

and regularity of the structure, to find a wide variety of structural solutions. in typical 

digital morphogenesis projects – like the ones described by leach – only a single 

solution is returned. by returning many solutions through pareto-optimisation, the 

architect is in control of the multi-objective search and able to work in symbiosis 

with the computer without undermining it.

Surprise – de landa’s states that digital morphogenesis should “be sufficiently 

rich for the evolutionary results to be truly surprising.”83 all of the problems tested 

83  Manuel De Landa, "Deleuze and the Use of the Genetic Algorithm in Architecture," 119.
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produced surprising results. i find the structures particularly surprising, unlikely 

and counter-intuitive. surprise marks the junction between optimisation and 

discovery. in projects like the british museum roof, eif form and voussoir cloud, the 

results could almost be anticipated because digital morphogenesis was optimising 

a known. in the four problems from experiment three, digital morphogenesis 

has discovered solutions that i would have never anticipated. The value of digital 

morphogenesis as a discovery tool is that it allows, for the first time, sketching to be 

based in computational logic rather than the logic of linguistics.  
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S I x :  C O N C l u S I O N

leach, desperate to see the end of postmodernism, declared digital morphogenesis a 

new design paradigm. close investigation of the five examples of this new paradigm, 

given by leach, reveals that digital morphogenesis is inherently limited and does 

not fulfil leach, terzidis nor de landa’s promise of a new design paradigm. The 

projects demonstrate that the architect is not limited to unleashing programs and 

remains a critical decision maker, both designing what digital morphogenesis 

cannot, and controlling digital morphogenesis through problem selection and result 

verification. The control the architect currently has does not allow the architect to 

collaborate with digital morphogenesis, leading the architect to undermine digital 

morphogenesis. digital morphogenesis is further limited by the algorithms used, 

which are predominantly top-down hill-climbing algorithms that search the design 

space in series and are therefore confined to single objective problems like structural 

optimisation.

This research has reappraised digital morphogenesis using developments in 

computer science and biology. The key contribution of this research is to articulate 

a way to integrate biologically inspired genetic algorithms and pareto-optimisation 

in to the design process. This provides a viable way to search a multi-dimensional 

design space with bottom-up branching archetypes, while collaborating with 

the architect. With virtually no prior examples of pareto-optimisation in digital 

morphogenesis, this is a significant finding with the potential for more research and 

application. some further sites for investigation include: 
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The role of exploration as design generator•	  – if there is any new paradigm to 

come from digital morphogenesis it is that design exploration could take on the 

role of the parti sketch. These two methods are relatively similar in that they are 

both rough abstractions of the proposed design. using digital morphogenesis 

allows the sketch to be driven by computation rather than the normative 

linguistic model. The implications for this, both practically and theoretically, 

are still to be considered.

application to other problems•	  – i have focused primarily on the calculation 

required in the tectonics of architecture. The projects in experiment three 

indicate this process can be applied to a wider range of problems. four areas of 

architecture that require significant calculations are:

- building economics and building life cycle cost 

- sustainability – calculating the impact of decisions on the environment 

- planning – There is far more potential here than the project explored 

- regulations – rules could be passed off to digital morphogenesis 

freeing the architect to design.

Effectiveness of genetic algorithms•	  – i have shied away from discussions 

of effectiveness because i wanted to advance the subjective characteristics of 

digital morphogenesis. There does seem to be some indications, particularly 

from the aerospace industry, that in certain circumstances, genetic algorithms 

are a more effective search method.84 Effectiveness in architecture is notoriously 

84 Forest Flager, and John Haymaker, “A Comparison of Multidisciplinary Design, Analysis 
and Optimization Processes in the Building Construction and Aerospace Industries” (Paper 
presented at the Conference on Information Technology in Construction, 2007).

  John Koza et al., Genetic Programming Iv: Routine Human-Competitive Machine Intelligence, 
529.
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hard to define and this may be an area of investigation only solved by the 

marketplace. 

Open source architecture•	  – an impediment to this project was the need to 

write 30,000 lines of code from scratch. The development of an open source 

digital morphogenesis framework, as suggested by shea, would greatly speed 

up development time by providing a resource of pre-made code blocks for the 

architect.85 creating such a framework would lower the barrier to entry and be 

a significant contribution to the viability of digital morphogenesis.

This research has shown that computer science and biology are two important 

domains of knowledge to digital morphogenesis, which deserve more attention 

in the current discourse. The three experiments articulate one method to expand 

the limitations of digital morphogenesis through genetic algorithms and pareto-

optimisation. This is not a paradigm shift but an evolution in the development of 

computation as a design tool. to return to leach’s original declaration that digital 

architecture is undergoing a paradigm shift, i believe this research shows that digital 

architecture is evolving; the computer no longer represents form, it discovers forms 

in collaboration with the architect. 

85 Kristina Shea, and R.H. Bracewell, “Caedre: A Product Platform to Support Creation and 
Evaluation of Advanced Computer Aided Engineering Tools,” 4.
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